Developer Learning Subscription for Spring and VMware Tanzu

With the accelerated pace of innovation, organizations are rapidly adopting cloud native technologies and need to efficiently train development teams. Targeted learning helps you build valuable skills and technical mastery and use them to achieve better business outcomes. Getting access to the right content at the right level of expertise at the right time provides added support for your Java-based applications leveraging Spring.

Learning Subscription Overview
Keeping up with rapid change is a challenge for most large organizations today. With the need for faster time to value and a better digital experience for end-users, application developers are tasked with building enterprise-grade applications more quickly.

The Developer Learning Subscription for Spring and VMware Tanzu is a comprehensive digital learning solution designed to give organizations with Java development teams of any size an easy way to stay current with Spring. Our On Demand format provides flexibility and convenience to learners.

This subscription covers the breadth of job-related skills for developers using the Spring development framework to build applications. It also explores the purpose and benefits of cloud native applications, Kubernetes, containers and the VMware Tanzu portfolio through a series of micro learning topics that present concepts, examples, videos, and discovery questions.

The subscription includes the following On Demand classes, and it will be updated with the latest developer focused courses as they become available:

- Spring: Core Training – On Demand
- Spring Boot - On Demand
- VMware Application Modernization: Core Technical Skills*

*May not include labs

Our On Demand courses are based on the same in-depth instruction and content as the instructor-led courses offered by VMware Learning and qualifying courses to meet eligibility requirements for relevant certifications.

At a glance
Efficiently train your developers to build applications using Spring framework.

Key benefits
- Spring content created by certified VMware experts, the stewards of Spring
- This subscription prepares the student for the Spring Professional Certification exam
- Subscription includes a certification voucher
- Convenient, immediate access to the desired digital learning 24x7 from anywhere
- No additional charge for new Tanzu Developer content added throughout your subscription term
Developer Learning Subscription for Spring and VMware Tanzu

Learn more
Visit vmware.com/learning

Developer-Ready Skills
The content in the Developer Learning Subscription for Spring and VMware Tanzu provides your entire Java developer community a way to stay current with the most-recent evolution of the Spring framework. For developer teams that are wanting to familiarize themselves with VMware Tanzu, this subscription also includes an easy way to learn about some of the tools available in the Tanzu portfolio that help developers build great applications on a Kubernetes-based platform.

Students will learn these skills through a combination of lecture and labs, with a balanced curriculum that covers both technology and job role-specific skills. Your developers will be prepared to start using the Spring framework immediately to bootstrap and build new applications quickly.

Whether you are a VMware customer who has developers working with Java and is interested in adopting the Spring Framework, or you have established Spring Development teams already, our subscription is tailored to teach you how to leverage Spring and prepare learners for the Spring certification exam.

Benefits
The content in the Developer Learning Subscription for Spring and VMware Tanzu will help IT development teams to:

- Transform how you approach key programming tasks
- Build applications with ease using the Spring framework
- Allow for flexibility in building applications
- Enhance developer experience
- Integrate existing security requirements
- Comprehensively prepare for the Spring Professional certification exam